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1. Module Title
 CalculusI

2. Module Code
 Math 101 CI

3. Module Level
Undergraduate

4. Module Leader
Nawzad M. Ahmed

5. Teaching Semester
           1st& 2nd
6. Credit Rating for the module
    2+6=8

7. Prerequisites and co-requisites



8. Module Summary
This module is an introductory Calculus that introduces students to: Number set and interval; Functions and graph sketching; Limits and continuity; Differentiation; Integrations.
Assessment: Tutorial (5%); Midterm Exams (35%); Final Exam (60%).


9. Module Aims
	To provide an introduction to calculus encompassing limits, differentiation extrema, curve sketching, definite and indefinite integration. An understanding of sets, relations, algebraic and non-algebraic functions is essential to many aspects of calculus. The module content also provides valuable intermediate ground between the calculus II and differential equation.


10. Learning Outcomes
On a successful completion of this module students will be able to:
	Identify natural numbers, integers, rational numbers, irrational numbers, real and complex numbers;
	Define and explain the concept of set and related subjects like equal, intersection, union, Types of intervals, Cartesian product, relations, etc.
	Define the inequalities, rules and solutions for inequalities, equation, absolute value, properties of the absolute value; 
	Define the concept of function and determine the domain, range, graph of functions, inverse, and symmetries of functions;
	Define type of functions, constant, identity, polynomial, greatest integer, even, odd,  surjective, injective and  bijective function, inverse function;
	Identify the trigonometric functions, conversion formula, periods and some important identities of trigonometric functions, types and inverse of trigonometric functions ;
	Identify exponential & natural exponential, logarithm & natural logarithm functions , hyperbolic functions and Identities for inverse hyperbolic functions
Define limit, calculate or estimate limits of functions given by formulas, graphs, or tables by using properties of limits ;
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 , identify sandwich theorem and limits of logarithmic & exponential functions ;
	State continuity, right and lift continuity, endpoint, interval and one-sided;
	Define tangent line, non-vertical tangent line, vertical tangent line;
	Define derivative, derivative of a linear function, theorem & remark on derivative, higher derivatives;
Differentiation rules for sum, differences, constant multiples, product of two differentiable functions, reciprocal, quotient, etc...;
	Derivatives of trigonometric, inverse of trigonometric functions, implicit differentiation, derivatives of trigonometric co-function identities, logarithmic & exponential;
	Using logarithmic differentiation, derivatives of hyperbolic & inverse of  hyperbolic functions;
	 Identify indeterminate forms, L`Hospital`s rule, Rolle`s & mean value theorems;
	 Define absolute maximum, maximum value, absolute minimum, minimum value, extreme value, locale maximum and locale minimum of functions;
	 Identify Fermat`s theorem and critical number;
	Define first derivative test and use this to fined increasing, decreasing and monotonic functions;
	States concavity, second derivative test and point of inflection;
	Using 17,18,19 &20 to sketch graph of functions;
	Identify indefinite integrals and describe anti-differentiation formula;
	Techniques of integration, first integration by part;
	Integration of rational(file_12.png
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	Integration of some classes of trigonometric functions and trigonometric substitutions;
	Identify Riemann integral and states definite integrals;
	Describe properties of definite integrals;
   


 

11. Syllabus
Preliminaries
	Important Sets of Real Numbers
	Sets
	Type of intervals and relations
Inequalities
	Equation
	Inverse relation
	Absolute value

Functions
Type of functions
	Limits and Continuity 
	Calculate or estimate limits of functions 
	One-sided limits
	Infinite limits and limits at infinity
	Limits of rational functions
	Continuity
	Tangent line and Derivatives
	Derivative of a linear function
	Higher derivatives
	Differentiation rules
	Derivatives of trigonometric function
	Derivatives of logarithmic & exponential
	Derivatives of hyperbolic & inverse of  hyperbolic functions
	L`Hospital`s rule, Rolle`s & mean value theorems
	Applications of derivatives 
	Integration
	Indefinite integrals
	Techniques of integration
	Riemann integral
	Definite integrals


12. Assessment Strategy

                        Week  
Day
Every Week
First Lecture
Quick Quiz (20 minutes)
Lecture (rest of time after quiz)
Day between 1st& 2nd Lecture
Collect the homework that was given to students last week
Second Lecture
Lecture (1 hour)
Tutorial (30 minutes after lecture)

Homework: every week will be given to students (after first lecture); students can do homework in group [any homework will assess and aim any learning outcomes of the current week].
Quick Quiz: one quiz every week (after first lecture) [any quizwill assessany learning outcomes of the last week].
Midterm Exam: 4 midterm exam, every 3 or 4 week one exam(1.5 hour per exam)[any midterm exam will assess any learning outcomes of the last 4 weeks].






13. Summary description of assessment items

Assessment Type
Description of Item
% Weighting
Week Due
Quick Quiz
An exam of one or two questions with 20 minutes time to answer.
%5
Every week
Midterm Exam
An Exam of 6 to 8 questions with 1.5 hour time to answer.
%35
Every 5 week
Final Exam
One exam at the end of the year; 8 to 10 questions with time of 3 hours to answer.
%60
End of the year





14. Learning Session Structure 
First Semester
               Lectures: 1 sessions / week, 2 hour / section
              Tutorials: 1session / week, 30 min after second lecture

Second Semester
               Lectures: 3 sessions / week, 2 hour / section
              Tutorials: 1session / week, 30 min after second lecture


15. Learning and Teaching Methods
 First Semester

Lecture: two hours lecture per week; each lecture will cover part of the course; lecture notes will be given to students before class; sometimes slideshows will be used to describe subjects that need some pictures for a better understanding.
Homework &Tutorial: 30 minutes tutorial every week. the homework will consist of a set questions put to the students to informally assess their understanding of the content of the lecture, to allow them to think about and solve example problems related to the lecture content, to express their understanding in English; and the tutorial after homework help students to correct any misunderstanding or gaps in their knowledge of the lecture’s content.

Second Semester

Lecture: six hours lecture per week; each lecture will cover part of the course; lecture notes will be given to students before class; sometimes slideshows will be used to describe subjects that need some pictures for a better understanding.
Homework &Tutorial: 30 minutes tutorial every week. the homework will consist of a set questions put to the students to informally assess their understanding of the content of the lecture, to allow them to think about and solve example problems related to the lecture content, to express their understanding in English; and the tutorial after homework help students to correct any misunderstanding or gaps in their knowledge of the lecture’s content.





16. Scheme of Work
L: Lecture;
ME: Midterm Exam;
MER: Midterm Exam Review



First semester 
Week
Delivery Method
Content
Learning 
Outcomes
1
L
Important Sets of Real Numbers, sets, type of intervals and relations. 

1& 2
2
L
Inequalities, equation, inverse relation and absolute value. 
3
3
L
Functions
4
4
ME, MER


5
L
Type of functions
5,6
6
L
Type of functions
6,7

            Second semester
Week
Delivery Method
Content
Learning 
Outcomes
1
L
Limits 
8
2
L
Limits
9
3
L
Limits and continuity 
9,10
4
ME, MER,L
Tangent line
11
5
L
Tangent line and Derivative
11,12
6
L
Derivative
12,13
7
L
Derivative
14,15
8
L
Derivative
16-18
9
ME, MER,L
Derivative
19-21
10
L
Indefinite integrals and Techniques of integration
22,23
11
L
Techniques of integration
24
12
L
Techniques of integration and definite integrals
25-27
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